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Think Local. Nearshore Development.
High performance options, how and when you need it.

Short on development staﬀ because of layoﬀs or limited budgets?
Frustrated with oﬀshoring options that don’t ﬁt your schedule?

It’s easier than ever to collaborate with our
US and Canadian teams!
Your Time Zone
No more meetings at 5 am or 10 pm as with oﬀshore models.
Our Communication
Get direct contact with our expert developers - no middle management to guard you from understanding progress and pitfalls.
Our Team Transparency
We know transparency earns your trust. When we say “yes”, we
mean “yes”. If there is a problem, we solve it with you. We work
with the sum of our strengths so clients gain more value in less
time, with less risk.

How much does it cost?

Our rates begin at $65 USD / hour. High performace teams
range between role, skillset level and length of engagement.
Find out more about Imaginet’s cost-effective expertise!
Call us at 1-800-989-6022 or visit imaginet.com

info@imaginet.com
www.imaginet.com
1-800-989-6022

4 ways to work with Imaginet
Blended Team, Client led

We work with developers or vendors selected by the client. The client has overall ownership of
project delivery and we contribute speciﬁc services as part of a larger client-managed delivery team.

Blended Team, Imaginet led

In this model, Imaginet is responsible for more than architecture, sprint planning and project
management. Client developers are assigned tasks based on a clear understanding of skills.

Turn Key

For clients with minimal technical resources, either because expertise doesn’t exist or other projects
are priority.

Staﬀ Augmentation

Imaginet provides highly skilled technical resources for clients who simply need added capacity to a
development team.

4 reasons to work with Imaginet
Rich Experience

Our global partners and clients include fortune 1000 companies, start-ups and enterprises.
Regardless of your software needs, we create more value in less time, with less risk.

Innovation and Application Lifecycle Management (ALM)

Partner with Imaginet to access an ALM force who has completed over 1,100 consulting engagements
and helped customers get value from source control builds and automated work item management.

High Performance Teams

Using our approach, our teams deliver rapid and reliable results, for small start-ups to
worldwide enterprises.

Microsoft and Telerik Partnerships

Imaginet provides direct development services for both Microsoft and Telerik, and on their clients
behalf. We have direct access to their development teams for support.

Imaginet Technologies
Technologies

Products

Methods

Telerik Gold Partner

.NET
ASP.NET
HTML 5
C#
VB
jQuery
CSS
JSON

Visual Studio
TFS
SQL Server
SharePoint
BizTalk
Azure
Office 365

Automated Testing
Continuous Builds
Work Item Tracking
User Experience

Kendo UI
AppBuilder (Cordova)

.com

